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i started with wing commander ii, and so far as i can tell, i made the same choices as the player of the classic game. the only change is that i chose oceana rather than atlantica. why? because i thought it would be more fun. i still didn't know about the changes to the story until after
i had finished the game. all of that is quite all right, except that you don't choose from a set of options, you choose from a limited list of options that is not available in the classic game. and if you do make the wrong choice, you're back at the start again, so there is no way to go back

and try again. it's a nuisance that grows the longer you play. once you're finished with the palette, you're done. as long as you've saved your sprite before closing nse classic, your changes will be made. to edit your rom back to the way it was, simply open the paletted rom in an
emulator, and do the same process, except for the color picker, you'll need to select none. open the paint menu and select paste. now you can draw in any shape you want around wally. wally's sprite should be in the center of your window now. you can make him any size you want.
draw some clouds, a sky, and a ground for him to walk on. right click the sky layer. select delete from the layers dropdown menu. now click the paint button on the paint menu. now you can use the brush tool to paint on the sky, and then click the paint button again to erase the sky.

you should be able to see wally's trainer sprite on the ground. delete the ground also.
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overworlds are going to be too much for a single letter, so i'll split them up into multiple
articles. the first part is going to be about how to edit overworld sprites, the second about

editing the trainer sprites in the fire red rom, and the third is going to be about how to change
pokemon sprites for your hacks. you can also use the paint tool to draw a grassy field on the

ground. try to make the field taller than the trainer sprite, and make it have more of a 3-d look.
make a few stars and clouds in the sky. delete the sky and the grassy field now. you can use

the eraser tool to erase wally's trainer sprite. you can erase the trainer sprite by pressing alt or
ctrl and dragging the eraser tool. the sixth sprite was used as a base for a sprite that i

designed that was the basis for a third pokemon pokémon wiki sprite. the seventh is from an
excellent tutorial by the pokemon wiki, and is the first sprite i ever made for this hack/patch.

the eighth, from an excellent tutorial by the pokemon wiki, was the first sprite i ever made for
this hack/patch. the ninth is from a tutorial by the pokemon wiki. the tenth is from a tutorial by
the pokemon wiki. the eleventh is from an excellent tutorial by the pokemon wiki. the twelfth is

from a tutorial by the pokemon wiki. the thirteenth and fourteenth were the sprites i was
initially using, before i created the fifteenth. the sixteenth is from an excellent tutorial by the

pokemon wiki. the seventeenth is from an excellent tutorial by the pokemon wiki. the
eighteenth is from an excellent tutorial by the pokemon wiki. the nineteenth is from an
excellent tutorial by the pokemon wiki. the twentieth is from an excellent tutorial by the

pokemon wiki. 5ec8ef588b
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